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If you have ever visited a health club that offers swimspas, then you know how convenient these
kinds of units can be. They are inclusive units that offer the space needed for swimming and the
water jets needed to be a spa. These are also popular with people who have smaller backyards
because they can be installed in a relatively small amount of space. If you do not have the room for
a spa and a swimming pool, then just have one of these units installed and you will be able to enjoy
both. But if you really want something that will be effective as an exercise device, then you should
look into an aquatic therapy pool.

An aquatic therapy pool is just as the name implies. It is a specialized device that has several
design features that assist in the process of physical therapy. But it is not just reserved for people
who are trying to regain leg strength after an accident. These kinds of units are also becoming
popular among athletes that are trying to develop stronger legs or trying to develop an expanded
lung capacity for easier breathing. The primary difference between one of these units and swimspas
is that the spas are designed primarily for recreation. These therapy units are designed to be used
as work areas for people that are trying to develop strength.

One of the primary areas the aquatic therapy pool helps people work on is the legs. If you have just
had surgery on your legs and you need to build strength back up, then one of these pools is the
perfect solution. Another great used for these pools is to build up strength in arms and legs that
have suffered from atrophy due to lack of use. Athletes have found that training in water helps to
develop strength because a pool can create resistance all over the body as opposed to just some
parts. When a runner wants to become stronger, he can run in a pool and feel every muscle he
needs to strengthen becoming more defined and toned.

Swimspas are excellent for people who want the convenience of a pool and the relaxation of a spa
but do not have the backyard space to install both. If you are an athlete that wants to get the most
from your training, then you need to install an aquatic therapy pool to help you in your training. It will
help you develop all the muscles you will use as opposed to just developing those muscles you
target.
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